
 
10 January 2019 
 
Matthew S. Borman 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Export Controls 
Department of Commerce 
1401 Constitution Ave NW 
Washington, DC 20230 
 
Re: ANPRM on Review of Controls for Certain Emerging Technologies (BIS-2018-0024) 
 
Mr. Borman, 
 
The Center for Security and Emerging Technology (CSET) at Georgetown University has an 
ongoing project studying the exports of artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. AI is projected 
to contribute at least $13 trillion to global economic activity by 2030.  Beyond their economic 1

importance, AI technologies have a range of applications to national security, including 
intelligence and cybersecurity.  There are substantial risks to national and global security if 2

democratic nations lose their current lead in AI. Below we review options for export controls on 
AI software, chips, chip design, and chip manufacturing equipment. To summarize our findings: 

● AI software is unlikely to be an effective point of export control. Export controls on 
software are likely to undermine US competitiveness and damage the US Government’s 
relationship with leading US AI firms.  

● Microprocessors for AI systems (“AI chips”) are not currently desirable points of export 
control. While AI chips are increasingly important to US competitiveness and security, 
export controls are likely to prompt other states to invest in domestic manufacturing 
capacity, achieve import substitution, and erode a US supply chain advantage.  

● Equipment for manufacturing AI chips is likely to be an effective point of export control. 
Controls on this equipment provide important leverage on future AI chip production. The 
design and production of such equipment requires advanced capabilities and rare 
expertise, and existing firms are based in a small number of democratic countries.  

As these conclusions are part of an ongoing project on AI exports, we we would be happy to 
provide additional information to BIS during its analysis. 
 
Best regards, 
Jason Matheny 
Director, CSET 
Jason.Matheny@georgetown.edu  

1 Bughin et al. (2018); Rao et al. (2017). 
2 Defense Innovation Board (2017). 
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Export controls on AI software are likely to be counter-productive  
 
Export controls on AI software are likely to harm US industry R&D. The United States and other 
democratic countries hold a leading position in the development of AI technologies. With the 
world’s strongest universities and technology companies drawing the brightest technical talent 
from around the world, this lead is likely to be sustained. While China plans to allocate billions 
of dollars to subsidize their development of AI technologies,  the US has historically made larger 3

investments, with the largest contribution made by industry R&D. Industry funding for research 
depends on the continued profitability of AI technologies, which would be harmed by any 
actions that substantially reduce US exports. In addition, compliance with export controls is 
likely to disproportionately harm small businesses and start-ups whose innovation has been 
central to US industry’s success.  
 
Export controls on AI software are likely to reduce the US AI talent pool. In Silicon Valley, more 
than half of all technology workers are immigrants.  Among those immigrants are many of the 4

world’s top AI researchers, and many American-born researchers prize the opportunity to work 
with the best researchers from around the world. If export controls affect who can work on AI 
technologies in the US, and what American researchers can share and discuss with 
non-American colleagues, it will reduce the attractiveness of US research organizations and 
companies. Fewer world-class researchers will come to the US, and many will leave, weakening 
AI firms in the US while benefiting firms in competing nations.  
 
Export controls on AI software are likely to damage US Government partnerships with industry. 
The US Government may damage its fragile relationship with US AI firms if it constrains their 
ability to share advances in AI research.  Many leading AI researchers are committed to sharing 5

results, code, and data, even in cases of limited sharing by industry that don’t meet the definition 
of “fundamental research.” Constraints on sharing are likely to alienate a substantial fraction of 
the US AI research community.  
 
Export controls on AI software are unlikely to stop the spread of software. Software is a poor 
target for export control, due to the ease of illicit transfer and theft, and due to the difficulty of 
crisp legal definition. It is impractical to list the set of principles, algorithms, models, 
architectures, parameter weights, and datasets that comprise the non-hardware components of AI 
research, development, and production. The ambiguity of “AI” would likely encourage both 
under- and over-compliance for an export control: conscientious researchers are likely to err on 
the side of safety and under-share research, reducing progress, while the brazen will exploit the 
ambiguity to avoid compliance.  
 
Export controls on AI software are appropriate in rare cases. Important exceptions to the above 
are export controls narrowly targeting AI technologies that invite misuse by authoritarian states. 
These include controls on specific AI-related products designed for law enforcement and 

3 Ding (2018). 
4 Coren (2017). 
5 Fryer-Biggs (2018); Nix (2018); Zegart & Childs (2018). 



 

national intelligence use,  and end-user controls on technologies that serve as component pieces 6

for tools to automate censorship,  and biometric technologies that can be used for mass 7

surveillance.  As well as furthering the human rights aims of the US, such controls, unlike others, 8

have the potential to strengthen the US Government's relationship with the AI research 
community. 
 
Export controls on AI chips and AI chip designs are likely to be counter-productive  
 
Export controls on AI chips would erode an important supply chain advantage of the US and 
other democratic states. The computing power required for AI increasingly relies on specialized 
microprocessors, “AI chips,” optimized for AI applications. While AI chips could be targeted by 
export controls, the vast majority of chips exported by US firms will not be used for purposes 
that threaten security or human rights. Even in cases of exports to non-democratic states, the US 
position in the supply chain preserves options for future influence.  
 
Export controls on AI chips are likely to prompt import substitution. In 2016, when export 
controls prevented Intel from shipping Xeon processors to China for the Sunway TaihuLight 
supercomputer, China replaced the processors with locally designed Sunway SW26010 
processors. Less than a year and half later, the TaihuLight was the fastest computer in the world,  9

a title it held for two years. The effect of the US export control was a substantial loss for Intel, 
costing hundreds of millions of dollars, and a substantial gain for the Chinese microprocessor 
industry, gaining hundreds of millions of dollars and significant technical experience.  Export 10

controls on AI chips are likely to prompt similar import substitution.  
 
Export controls on AI microprocessor designs are unlikely to be effective. Microprocessor 
designs rely on intellectual property that is relatively easy to transfer or steal, and require 
expertise that is widely distributed.   11

 
Export controls on AI chip manufacturing equipment are likely to be effective 
 
Democratic nations lead the global market in semiconductor manufacturing equipment. AI chips 
are produced using highly advanced semiconductor manufacturing equipment that is relatively 
easy to define, monitor, track, and control. The equipment is produced by a small number of 
firms located in the US and other democratic nations. Most of the world’s semiconductor 
manufacturing equipment is produced by firms based in the US (47%), Japan (30%), the 
Netherlands (over 17%), South Korea (<3%),  and Germany (<3%).  Export controls for the 12

equipment already exist and have not prompted import substitution, due to the difficulty of 
production. 

6 Already covered by BIS under “Crime control and detection” (15 CFR 742.7). 
7 Cope et al. (2017); Knockel et al. (2018). 
8 Mozur (2018). 
9 Barrett (2016).  
10 Sun (2015). 
11 PwC (2017). 
12 US International Trade Administration (2016). 



 

 
Semiconductor manufacturing equipment is costly. The latest generation of lithography 
equipment, necessary for just one part of the semiconductor manufacturing process, costs $120 
million per set.  The entire cost of equipment in one semiconductor foundry is typically over 13

$10 billion dollars. These costs are increasing with each generation. Moore’s Second Law (also 
known as “Rock’s Law”) observes that the cost of semiconductor tools doubles about every four 
years.   14

 
Semiconductor manufacturing equipment is difficult to replicate, transfer, or steal. 
Semiconductor manufacturing equipment requires highly specialized tools and expertise to build. 
These technologies have involved hundreds of billions of dollars in R&D, and decades of 
production experience. Due to the tools’ size and fragility, it would be difficult for states to 
circumvent export controls through illicit transfer or theft. Given the financial stakes, such 
transfer or theft is unlikely to go unnoticed. 
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